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Unifor launches a drive to organize warehouse workers, and you can show your
support, landmark contract boosts pay at Loblaw, sick day failure in BC, Unifor
donates to flood relief, aviation sector looks to the future, the federal government
needs to take an active role in aerospace, and download the new poster for National
Day of Remembrance and Action on Violence Against Women.
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Unifor is uniting workers in warehousing, distribution and logistics facilities across the country
to fight for health and safety protections, fair wages, better working conditions, and respect on
the job. The ‘Warehouse Workers Unite’ campaign launches on Black Friday, as the holiday
shopping season ramps up.
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The provincial government has failed B.C.
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To recognize the National Day of
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Container truck drivers at two large Metro
Vancouver port trucking companies voted
overwhelmingly to strike if necessary to achieve
a fair agreement.

Unifor Local 2002
ratifies new threeyear deal with
Nasittuq.
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As bargaining continues for the first

Unifor is urging all staff, local union executive

Unifor collective agreement at
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